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Executive Summary
In response to the end of the Cold War, the United States is

undertaking a major reduction in resources committed to national
security. Defense reductions have occurred three other times during
the past half century. This paper describes those drawdowns for the
purposes of placing todays reductions in historical perspective and
benefiting from prior successes- We summarize our fmdings below.

WORLD WAR II

The United States was still in the Great Depression when it entered
World War IL The mobilization for that war converted a civilian
economy into a vast war machine; an unprecedented 50 percent of the
economy was dedicated to war production. Depression-level
unemployment fell from 14-6 percent in 1940 to 1-2 percent by 1944.
The increase in production was extraordinary; economic output almost
doubled in real terms between 1939 and 1944. Most of the increase in
military production came from companies that formerly had produced
only civilian goods. In addition, the n3tion put into uniform 11 million
men and women more than were serving in 1940. This mobilization
was funded through massive Federal deficit spending. Wage and price
controls, rationing, and tax and profit policies were targeted to control
inflation.

From the beginning, the Roosevelt Administration performed
extensive, comprehensive planning for the demobilization of military
personnel, defense workers, and defense plants in the postwar period.
Policies and laws were adopted to enable plants to reconvert quickly
back to civilian production, to ease the re-entry into the labor force of ?or

returning veterans, and to give consumers and industry the resources : f

to build the postwar economy rapidly. Because of this planning, the L

demobilization went remarkably well, especially considering its vast 0
scalep Nevertheless, inflation (which had been the bane of post-World -
War I conversion) plagued the postwar economy, s-ince production of
consumer goods could not keep up with the clamor for those goods,
fueled by a vast pent-up demand. The immediate postwar years .....
registered sharp declines in tie gross national product. But these IVY_ codos
declines in large part reflected merely a resumption of normal ?--/or i
peacetime economic conditions, compared to the artificially high _l
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wartime production and employment levels or the extremely low levels
of the prewar depression.

Transition assistance was given to returning veterans under a very
generous GI Bill and under other laws. These provided for
mustering-out pay, guarantees of return rights to former jobs, tuition
and other payments for education and training, low-interest payments
for home or business purchases. job counseling, and unemployment
compensation. Defense companies were given favorable amortization
schedules for tax purposes, quick contract settlement and payment, and
quick factorY clearance of war materials - all so that they could return
to and restart their prewar commercial activities without delay-

KOREAN WAR
World War H demobilization was so thorough that only 5 years later

the nation required a substantial remobilization to meet the new crisis
in Korea. The Korean War mobilization was similar to that for World
War H in that it was very sudden and sharp. In the first year of the
conflict, the armed forces almost doubled from 1.65 miliion to
3-1 million, and defense spending went from 5 to 10 percent of the gross
national product- In 1950, with unemployment at 5.3 percent and
83 percent of industrial capacity in use, unused resources were
available. Thus, as at the onset of the Worid War 11 mobilization, the
sharp expans;on of defense production did not immediately compete
with or tax the rest of the eccnomy it merely put idle resources to work-

Truman adopted many of Roosevelt's policies, with one significant
exception- rather than deficit financing, Truman raised taxes to pay for
the entire war. Furthermore, the demobilization was not as massive as
the World War H demobilization- Not only was the war itself smaller,
but afterwards defense spending did not drop very far from its wartime
peak. This high level of peacetime defense spending reflected the new
Cold War environment Many firms staved on in defense production to
supply the new large, standing armed forces with increasingly
sophisticated and specialized weaponry. Therefore, in contrast to the
post-World War H experience, only a portion of defense production
needed to be reconverted to civilian pursuits- Conversion to peace was
again assisted by a generous GI Bill package of benefits that
encouraged many veterans to go to school rather than return
immediately to the labor force. The absence of any other transition
assistance programs reflected the noninterventionist economic
philosophies of the Eisenhower Administration. Even though this
smaller postwar shock should have been easier for the economy to
absorb than the post-World War H shock, Presidents Truman and

II



Eisenhower both adopted very tight monetary and fiscal policies that
constrained growth. Recession followed in 1954.

VIETNAMWAR
The Vietnam buildup began in 1965 in an economy, unlike that at

the start of the previous two conflicts, at virtually 'full employment"
Unemployment was at 4.5 percent and industry capacity utilization
was almost 90 percent (compared to the Korean War's significantly
lower 83 percent). Thus, even though the buildup was much smaller
than that for Korea, there was little room in the economy for any
sizable defense increase without producing inflation, unless demand
was taken out of the civilian side by such means as higher taxes.
President Johnson did not raise taxes until very late in the war, and he
also continued high levels of spending for civilian Great Society
programs. A deeply rooted inflation set in. During the drawdown from
the war's peak, it became apparent that defense production had become
sufficiently specialized and distinct from normal commercial
production that defense firms found it difficult or impossible to convert
their capabilities to meet civilian demands. In the course of that
drawdown, the economy went into recession in 1970 and again in 1974
following the oil price shock of 1973-

During the 1960s, many assistance programs were put in place to
aid displaced defense workers and companies and communities affected
by military base closings or defense plant cutbacks. Veterans enjoyed a
new GI Bill, though one less generous than itW previous counterparts.
By the early 1970s, over two dozen federally funded programs were
available to help displaced defense workers and veterans.

Most of the Federal displaced worker assistance programs had not
been designed specifically to help displaced defense workers. An
exception was the Technology Mobilization and Reemployment
Prcgram (TMRP) of 1971, targeted to help laid-off defense scientists,
engineers, and technical workers. The TMRP generally provided job
and career counseling, job search assistance, and some job training.
The success of this program is questionable. Participants did not
achieve a reemployment success rate that was better than that of
similar engineers who received no assistance. Later, the Carter
Administration initiated a program of tax incentives for companies
that hired certain categories of unemnltoyed workers. Although the
Carter program may have some pr - : m accelerating the hiring of
displaced defer.se workers today, it did not induce much hiring then,
probably beca-•se the incentives were not great enough-

I
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REAGAN BUILDUP
The increase in defense spending under Reagan in the 1980s began,

like that for the Korean War, in a slack economy. Unemployment was
at 9.7 percent in 1982 and industrial capacity use at only 72.8 percent
Furthermore, the annual increase in defense spending was small
compared to that in previous bui!dupz. However, Reagan chose to cut
taxes at the same time, under the theory that this would stimulate
economic activf.- and actually yield higher Federal revenues in the
end- This expectation was not realized; the combination of increased
Federal spending (both military and civilian) and reduced reventles
created relatively large Federal budget deficits- During the reductions
in real (constant dollar) defense outlays that began in 1989, the
economy fell into recession (beginning in mid-1990). By 1992,
unemployment stood at 7.6 percent (September), with industrial
capacity utilization at only 78.5 percent- The economy was growing at
perhaps 2 percent for the year. Furthermore, as was discovered during
the Vietnam drawdown, defense firms had become so specialized that
conversion to normal commercial activity was extremely difficult- In
addition, with much excess commercial capacity already available, the
defense firms had little opportunity to penetrate the traditional
strongholds of commercial firms. Under these circumstances, even
though the defense resources being released intc the economy were
small in comparison to those released after the Korean and Vietnam
Wars, the economy was unable to employ them fully or well They were
merely adding to the already existing pool of idle resources and
compounding the difficulties in stimulating economic growth.

CONCLUSION

Several noteworthy observations emerge from this history, of the
las t.ree major military conflicts and the Re-an buildup. First, there
v-as a vast disparity in scale between World War H and "h.- •suL•equent
three "events-" The m•bilization for World War H and the subsequent
demobilization dwarf the others by every measure. The conversion of
society from peace to war and back again was swif dramatic, and
without parallel in US. history. The later three events are small by
comparison. Though these three are roughly equal to each other in
their scale in real terms (constant dollars), each subsequent effort
comprised a smaller portion of an overall, expanding economy. Thus,
each subsequent event posed a smaller risk of disruption to the total
economy, other things being equal.
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Nevertheless, though demobilization impacts on the total economy
may have been minimal, they were quite significant to industries
heavily concentrated in defense work, the defense workers in those
industries, and the communities fiied to defense plants and military
bases. For example, 40 Dercent of the increase in employtent
associated with the Vietnam War went to the aircraft, ordnance, and
transportation industries. In the aftermath of the war. employment fell
22 percent in the aircraft industry in a single year. In 1972,
defense-related employment fell by 1.2 million people. In specific
regions of concentration of defense work, such as southern California,
these effects were particularly traumatic-

The demobilization from World War 11 was also different from the
subsequent drawdowns in that almost all the companies involved in
defenee production had been commercial firms prior to the war and
were anxious to return to their commercial businesses immediately

after. By contrast after the Korean War some companies began to
specialize in the unique and sophisticated requirements that defense
production began to demand for the enduring Cold War. This
specialization increased over time, and major companies specializing in
defense business found it increasingly difficult to shift their capabilities
to compete in commercial markets when that defense business
contracted.

Recessions occurred during each demobilization or drawdow-n With
the exception of the period immediately after WWVII, it is difficult to
assert that the release of defense resources into the economy
(demobilization) was the primary cause of these recessions. In each
case, the Government's management of monetary and fiscal policy, plus

major economic factors beyond the control of the Government, may
have plaved the dominant role. The key factor in whether a drawdown
will be successful is the strength of the economy's growth rate during
the drawdown. If the economy is not growing strongly, the additional
burden of idled defense resources is likely to aggravate the economic
situation.

Finally, in terms of Government intervention targeted specifically
to assist the transition from military to civilian work, the most
consistent effort throughout this period has been a GI Bill-type
program of transition assistance to military veterans seeking to return
to civilian life.

WON
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From War to Peace: A History
of Past Conversions

The United States is experiencing a major shift in the commitment
of national resources from dcfense and national security purposes to
other uses. It is not the first time. In fact, over the past half century the
country has made this adjustment three other tmes as well. after three
major military conflicts (World War II, the Korean War, and the
Vietnam War). In planning what to do during this current conversion,
can we learn anything from these prior experiences that can help us?
The following explores the possibility.

WORLD WAR II
In 1939, when German forces crossed the Polish frontier, triggering

the start of World War II in Europe, the combined armed forces of the
United States numbered 370,000 men.1 This was less than the army of
Poland. The Polish army was defeated in 2 weeks. A year later, as
France fell, as Britain fought desperately for her life, and as war raged
across a large portion of the world, the American military had grown to
only 540,000. Yet in the next 4 years American forces would skyrocket
to almost 11.5 million. By 1944, one out of every six working
Americans was in the fighting forces. 2

The moblization for war and the transformation of the United
States achieved between 1940 and 1945 were the most dramatic,
massive, and extraordinar. in the nation's histor'.

In 1940, the United States still languished in the grip of the Great
Depression. Unemployment was 14.6 percent of the civilian labor force.
Although this was down from almost 25 percent in 1933, the nation was
still on the ropes.3 In 1940, the U.S. gross national product (GNP) was
S 100.4 billion. By 1945 it was $213.4 billion. In real terms (factoring
out dollar growth that represents merely price inflation), the nation's
economy grew by 75 percent from 1940 11o 1944_4 Unemployment in
1944 was 1.2 percent of the labor force.5



Mobilizing for War

American i.dustrv launched into the fight against the Axis w-ith
incredible fervor and brilliance. The Ford Motor Company Willow Run
aircraft factory became the world's largest industrial structure under
one roof, producing 428 bombers a month. 6 By 1943, Willow Run was
turning out a B-24 bomber every hour on the hour, 24 hours a davy.
American industry produced a new military aircraft every 10 minutes,
day and night; an artillery piece every 6 minutes; a tank every
25 minutes: and a military truck every minute. Large ocean-going
cargo ships were being built complete, start to finish, in as iittle as
4 days.8  The levels of production were absolutely stunning:
86,000 tanks, 296.000 airplanes, 15 million small arms, more than
40 billion bullets, 64,000 landing craft.9 And American industr" met
the needs not only of American military forces but of our allies as well.
It is said that when Josef Stalin met Franklin Ros-.-e.elt at Teheran, he
told the President that Germany was being defzeated by Detroit- Tb•
engines of the Red Army's tanks were made in Michigan. O

The incredible shift from a peacetime economy to a ,arfighting
economy can be seen in the fact that approximately 50 percent of GNP
became dedicated to war production, more than double the proportion
during World War I. Steel production, for example, climbed from
59.8 million long tons in 1940 to 133 million in 1943. War industries
saw their labor forces swell at rates similar to the expansion of the
military forces. The aircraft industry expanded twentyfold, while
munitions indistry employment grew 240 nFrcent. And most of the
vast new production facilities were built at Government expense. 1I

If more than 11 million men left their farms, factcries, and shops to
fight the war, who took their places at work? Whose labor made
possible the incredible feat of American wartime production? They
were the unemployed ;remember, 14.6 percent of the civilian labor force
in 1940). womexi who left the home to work (about 3 million), about half
a million older workers who deferred retirement to help in the war
effort, and younger workers who normally would have staved in
school.12 Indeed, between 1940 and 1943, in spite of the loss of workers
to the military, civilian employment expanded by 7 million.-13 During
roughly the same years. the working-age population increased by less
than 3 million.1 4 Almost half the total work force of the United States
was either in the military, doing civiiian work for the military, or
working in defense industry. 15 And people worked longer and harder.
The average workweek went from 38 to 45 hours. 16



[T
How was this gargantuan national effort of warfighting and war

production financed? By massive Federal deficit spending. During the
war years of 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945, Federal deficits as
a percentage of GNP were 12.9, 28.3, 22.5, and 22.3 percent,
respectively. By comparison, the Federal deficit today (in peacetime) is
considered by many to be too high at about 5 percent of GNP (see
Table 1). And Federal spending dominated the economy. In 1944
Federal spending equaled 42 percent of total GNP. Military spending
was almost the whole of that, at 41.4 percent of GNP. (Today, Federal
spending represents about 24 percent of GNP.-)1

TABLE 1
Annual Dficits (Surplusesh in Relation to GN-P.
1942- 1948 and 1991

|JFederal Government GNP Surplus or def icitI iscal year surplus or def ie.t (5 billions) as percent of GNP
(5 billions!

1942 -205 1590 129(-)

1943 -546 1927 28-3(-)

1944A -476 2114 225(-)

194'5 --47 213-4 223(-)

1946 -159 2124 75(-)
1947 40 2352 1 7

1948 11S 2616 45

1991 -26S7 5.615.8 88(-)

Sourre: TabC-e 3-74. Etrionozc Report of tr-e Pr'eudc-r in 19-02. Table 3-1. Eo' Re~nr- of
he .er-deý.r for I9 1. Ta.Ie 6.1. .The -- e: of me U.S Gove rr.-ent rFY 1592

* £srm~:ed

For the consumer, there was almost nothing beyond essentials to
buy. Beginning in March 1941. the Government began restricting
"nonessential" economic production. That March saw the rationing of

nonessential uses of aluminum. Then quickly followed the suppression
of

"* Buwlding and construction (beginning September 1941)

" Steel production 'beginning November 1941)

" Car and truck production, tires (rationed) (beginning January
1942)

3



* Refrigerators (total cessation of production, February 1942)

* Food (nationwide rationing beginning April 1943).

Many other common consumer goods simply could not be bought at
all.-s

Since they could not buy much. and since wages and employment
were high, Americans saved their money at historically high rates. In
the war year 1944, consumers saved about 28 percent of their total
disposable income.19 This was money waiting to be spent- Americans
could not wait to do so.

Extremely high employment, high wages, phenomenal deficit
spending by the Government at a time when Government dominated
the economy (thus pumping enormous amounts of money into the
society,, and supply of goods artificially and drastically restricted -
there is an excellent prescription for a price explosion. Federal
planners knew it and clamped down quickly with price controls for the
course of the war. But price controls merely delay the inevitable price
adjustment. xi runaway inflation was one of the Roosevelt
Administration planners' greatest fears concerning the war's
aftermath.

Those planners were haunted by the national experience after
World War I. During that earlier conflict, consumers had been unable
to buy many items, while incomes had grown tremendously.
Americans had built up a great hoard of savings. At the war's end, the
Government immediately abandoned the limited wartime price
controls. Productson. employment, and national income boomed.. There
was great foreign demand for American ge ods and services, and exports
rose. But the pent-up demand was much greater than industry could
supply. Prices soared- In the 6 months between the Armistice in
November 1918 and May 1919. wholesale commodity prices rose
23 percent. 148 percent above their prewar level. Retail prices shot up
so far beyond the rise in consumer incomes that buying fell offsharply.
Labor strife increased. Inventories became financial nightmares-
Orde rs were canceled. Then production dropped sharply, and
employment plummetedjust afterwards.-0

The Roosevelt Administration policy makers strongly believed that
the economy never fully recovered from the sharp recession of 19290
(even though the decade was ostensibly one of economic boom), and that
this lack of full recovery led eventually to the Great Depression. They



came to accept the notion that war-induced inflation had set the nation
on an almost irreversible course toward the Great Depression.2 1

The situation faced by the Roosevelt Administration was all too
similar to the one leading to the post-World War I debacle. And worse.
In comparison to the circumstances of World War I, the factors causing
conversion catastrophe were present in an aggravated degree in World
War 1. The diversion of national productive power to war purposes was
much greater, as was the expansion of money and credit- War incomes
went to a larger proportion of the people for almost twice as long.
Requirements for new industrial equipment were far greater- Price
control in World War H was much tighter and more pervasive, thus
providing a relatively low level of prices from which inflation could
spring.-= Many predicted a repeat of the runaway inflation that
followed World War I and the Gregt Depression that followed it"-23

The Rooseveit Administration policy makers were determined not
to let that happen. They would control events, not be controlled by
them. For the first time in American history, extensive prior planning
would be conducted for the aftermath of war.2 4 But would they
succeed?

Preparation for Peace

Roosevelt actually set up the first postwar planning body in
November 194-0, more than a year before the United States was
attacked at Pearl Harbor. At that time, he chartered the National
Resources Planning Board (NRPB) to "collect. analyze, and collate all
con-tructive plans for significant public and private action in the
post-defense period." Rooseveltfs uncle, Frederic A. Delano, was
named chairman of the board. By October 1941. Delano had reported
substantial progress in coordinating with the Federal agencies and
with plans for a -Post-Defense Planning Confereace'.-2

Pearl Harbor suddenly gave the Government a more pressing focus,
and demobilization planning was set to the side, though not abandoned.
Continued planning was done quietly. Roosevelt did not want members
of the general public to hear about demobilization planning; he wanted
them focuszed entirely on mobilization and on winning the war. When
Delano proposed in July 1942 that a central postwar planning staff be
created with representatives from key agencies and that the new
agency be announced p-:. licly. Roosevelt replied that it was not the
time for -public inter .-n or discussion of postwar problems - on the
broad ground that there will not be any postwar problems if we lose this
war." Roosevelt rejected the suggestion that the planning board be

5



made public. But he did accept, a bit reluctantly, Delano's idea of a
central planning staff-

On June 26, 1943, Congress killed the NRPB, in a revolt against its
"loftv economic schemes." Four days later, the NRPB-sponsored
Conference on Postwar Readjustment of Civilians and Militarv
Personnel issued its report to the President- It was a 96-point
comprehensive program for demobilization. Among other things, the
conference recommended rapid demobilization of the military fa
concession to political reality) and extensive transitional benefits to
servicemen, such as unemployment insurance, a 3-month furlough at

base pay, and provision for college tuition and allowances. Job
counseling was recommended for defense workers. The conference
considered speedy settiement of war contracts and a rapid conversion of
industry to civilian production as critical-

With military successes, public clamor for information on
demobilization, and a restive Congress, Roosevelt finally decided to go
public with demobilization planning. In a radio address on July 28,
1943, he said:

Our gallant men and women in the Armed Services - must not be
demobilized into an environment of inflation and unemployment, to a
DIace on the bread line or the corner selling apples.... We must. this
time. have plans ready - instead of -waiting to do a hasty. inefficienL
and ill-considercd job at the last moment.

He Droposed that servicemen should expect at least six entitlements:

1. Mustering-out pay sufficient to cover a reasonable time to find
work

2. Unemployment insurance

3. Education or trade training at Government expense

4. Militarv service time credited under employment compensation
and Federal old age and survivor's insurance

5. Improved and liberalized hospitalization and rehabilitation of
the disabled

6. Adequate pensions for the disabled.

He released the conference report to the public and transmitted the
findings of another committee - the Osborne Commiteees report on

6



postwar educational assistance to veterans - to Congress for
immediate action.

Soon after, Roosevelt assigned responsibility for centralized
demobilization and postwar economic planning to former Supreme
Court Justice James F. Bvrnes and his Office of War Mobilization
(OWM). But every agency and the Military Services were already
deeply engaged in planning for the postwar transition. Indeed, states
and localities, businesses of every size, and labor unions all began to
plan for the postwar period. Advance planning at all levels and
functions of society was one of the most notable and unprecedented
characteristics of the World War II conversion effort-

Bvrnes set up a small staff under elder statesman Bernard Baruch
to conduct a demobilization study. Baruch's report, completed
February 15, 1944. focused principally on war contract terminations
and surplus property disposition. It called for speedy payment for
completed work, prompt negotiation of settlements, unified
Government procedures, rapid clearance of property from private
plants, and quick sale of surplus property. The President endorsed the
recommendations.

Congress began to pass demobilization legislation. Some of the
more important measures included the following:

The Mustering-Out Payment Act of i944 (passed February 3,
1944). The law provided for payment of $200 to those with over
60 days of service, plus an additional $100 if any service was
nverseas.

* The Serviceman'= Readjustment Act of 1944 tpopularly known
as the GI Bill, Dassed of. June 13, 1944). The main provisions of
the law gave benefits to all veterans who served for at least
90 days after September 16, 1940. Educational benefits
included tuition costs, laboratorv and other fees (not to exceed
$500 a year), plus $50 a month for living expenses for up to
1 year at an approved institution ($25 a month more could be
obtained for a dependent)- An additional 3 years of benefits
became available upon satisfactory completion of the first year.
Low-:nterest, Federally guaranteed loans were available for the
veteran's purchase or construction of a home, farm, or business
property. Unemployment compensation was included - up to
$20 a week for 52 weeks. Job counseling was provided.



* The Contract Settlement Act, passed July 1, 1944, set up the
Office of Contract Settlement, which established principles and
rules for negotiating claims and settling contract terminations.

"* The Surplus Property Act (October 3, 1944-) established the
Surplus Property Board, charged with planning and supervising
the disposal of all surplus property.

"* The War Mobilization and Reconversion Act of 1944 established
the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion (OWMR),
replacing the OWM and giving the OWMR Director broad
reconversion powers. The Director was placed over the Office of
Contract Settlement, the Surplus War Propertv Administration
and Surplus Property Board, and the Retraining and
Reemployment Administration. The Director thus became a
kind of domestic reconversion czar.

In addition, Congress had earlier passed the Selective Training and
Service Act of 1940, providing that honorably discharged servicemen
who had left a permanent job in private business or government and
were capable of resuming that job could demand reinstatement in it-

Civilian def.nse workers did not receive the same degree of Federal
transition assistaLce. Their fate lay in the hands of employers, unions,
the states, and local communities. However, the unemployment
compensation systems held very high reserves of S6 billion, since
wartime incomes had been so high and unemployment so low.

The key to avoiding a postwar economic catastrophe was clearly
going to be an unprecedentedly fast conversion of industry from war
production to normal peacetime work. That conversion would depend
on the Federal Government's e~xpeditious termination of war contracts,
clearing war goods from privately owned plants, disposing of
Government-built and -owned manufacturing facilities, and sale of war
surplus. Without success in these areas, industry would be retarded in
rebuilding civilian production. If that production did not soar quickly,
inflation and Depression-era unemployment could be expected.

The scale of these efforts was staggering. There were 320,000 prime
contracts to be settled, with a commitment value of more than
$657 billion (compared to World War Is $7.5 billion).

Because of these concerns, the first focus was on establishing
uniform, fair procedures for contract settlement. The Administration
established the Joint Contract Termination Board, which proceeded to
set uniform policies for contract terminations among the major Federal



procurement agencies. The efforts of the board were sanctioned in the
Contract Settlement Act of 1944.. The War and Navy Departments
agreed on a Joint Terminat ion Regulation for field offices. An
education effort was launched to explain the procedures to industry and
the public. Some 3.200 pretermination agreements were made with
industry, dealing with stop-work provisions, prices of unfinished
articles, tooling expenses, and inventory accounting methods.
Thousands of termination telegrams were prepared for future use.

Timing was critical. Conversion could not take place overnight.
Industry reconversion was begun early and proceeded steadily. As
early as August 1943 (nearly a year before the Normandy invasion),
8,520 prime contracts had been terminated. By 19441, contract
cancellations were running a billion dollars a month. By November
1945. 301,000 prime contracts worth $64 billion had been terminated.

Getting contract settlement money to contractors quickly was
critical. Contract termination teams were given full authority to
negotiate final settlements. The goal was quick settlement and quick
contractor payment, so that companies could plow the money rapidly
into new civilian production. The Comptroller General had opposed
this method, saving that payment should await review and audit of
settlements by his office. Baruch had -rejected this go-slow approach.

saying it would freeze billions in working capital and result in
"unemployment by audit." Congress agreed with Baruch. Settlements
proceeded at a lightning pace. When a settlement was pending, partial
payment of up to 90 percent of the contractor's claims, or Government
guaranteed loans through commercial banks, were arranged. This
interim financing was a critical source of working capital for industry's
reconversion.

In addition to expeditious termination procedures, it was important
that factories be quickly cleared of war materials so that civilian
production could resume. Inventories owned by Government would
either be sold to the contractors or recovered by the Government for
later disposition by sale or salvage. The Government set for itself an
extraordinary 60-day time limit for every plant clearance- In the end,
less than 6 percent of factory clearances exceeded this time limit.

Government tax policies were also significant. The Government
adopted liberal amortization provisions that allowed industry for tax
purposes to charge off the cost of new investment in plant and
equipment within 5 years. This alone permitted an industry
accumulation of $25 billion in corporate reserves between 1941 and
1945.

9



Thus, liberal Government policy with regard to contract
terminations and amortization for tax purposes directly contributed to
the amassing of capital by industry for postwar reconversion to civilian
production. Booming profits (monst aso dcriived 1fore Government
contracts) also helped. Total corporate profits after taxes soared to
record levels of $9.9 billion in 1943, $11.2 billion in 1944, and
$9.0 billion in 1945.26 Most of these profits were not paid out as
dividends but were retained and available for reconversion expenses.

These high corporate reserves permitted industry to finance
75 percent of postwar expenses from inte,"nal funds. But companies
that sought loans from banks also found that interest rates were
historically low. This was in part due to the high savings of consumers
during the period and in part due to the credit policies of the Federal
Reserve. The Federal Reserve discount rate had fallen from
5.16 percent in 1929 to 1 percent by 1937. It stayed at I percent until
1948. The average interest rate charged customers by banks was
2.341 percent in 1946.-27

Another vital factor that contributed to swift industrial postwar
conversion was the fact that most major industries did not require
massive investments in retooling. Some industries, like steel. required
no changeover at ali; they simply continued putting out steel or other
raw material Other industries were already in consumer production
throughout the war and could expect nothing but more business after
the return of the veterans.

Many companies had also carefully stored their prewar production
machine tools and were able to return them to use in a matter of weeks.
General Motors returned to production of its prewar models within
weeks, though full-volume production required half a year.

And industry management, like Government, had planned
extensively for reconversion. Company managers knew exactly what
needed to be done to get their civilian production lines running again.
They were simply returning to doing exactly what they had done before
the war.

Postwar Conversion Experience

Then it was over. Ten million veterans were released from duty by
August 1946.- As Truman said, it was the -swiftest and most gigantic
changeover that any nation has ever made from war to peace&.2s
Would the massive unemployment predicted by many result?

10
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It did not. Although 2 million people were unemployed by August
1946 tht nmbe contittedonl 3.3, percent of, ,e labor force. Many

regarded that level as probably the lowest possible in a peacetime
economy. Furthermore, it contrasted sharply with the 8.1 million
unemployed before the war.

How was it possible? First, many women returned to the home.
From August 194-5 to February 1946. 2.2 million women left the work
force. Older workers who had suspended their retirements also
withdrew, as did young workers who went back to school (0.8 million for
both groups combined). Many veterans, believed to be -bout
1.7 million, merely rested and took care of personal affairs rather than
search immediately forjobs. Another 800.000 veterans took advantage
of the GI Bill and went to college. In addition, many employers kept
war workers on their payrolls, even though full-time work was not
needed. The agricultural season also helped, giving a boost in
employment of 7 million workers. And the cutback from a 45-hour
workweek to 40 hours meant that more workers had to be employed in
some firms.

And most important, the success of rapid industrial conversion to
civilian production absorbed millions of veterans and war production
workers. Production soared to unprecedented peacetime levels- In
194-6, production was about 50 percent above 1939 levels and only
15 percent below the wartime high.29

By the end of 1946. civilian employment approached 58 million-
This was the highest in the nation's history, more than 10 million
higher than in 1940 and even several mil'lion higher than thL wartime
peak.-3 0

The American economy had doubled from its prewar size. A.nnual
per capita disposable income went from $497 in the prewar vears to
$1,026 in 1946. more than double. In real terms, income went up
67 percent compared to that of the prewar period. Truman said of this
strange, total, almost magical transformation: "We have made .uch
great strides forward in wealth and productivity that our thinking for
the future can no longer be bound by the distant past.- I

The United States had remade itself. The change was permanent-
The nation had become a middle-class country, the richest and most
powerful in the history of the world.

But there was a dark side, a doubt. It had to do with prices. The
Government had succeeded beyond its wildest hopes with postwar

I'!
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employment. It had succeeded with postwar production. But the
inflation war was not over.

In 1945. Congress passed a tax cut of S6 biltion, cutting personal
taxes 5 percent and business taxes up to 38 percent while dropping
12 million people from the tax rolls. This stimulated the economy on
top of the already swollen savings of individuals and business liquid
capital. as well as veterans" payments and continued Federal deficit
spending. Output could not keep up with all the demand. It was being
-soaked up like rain after a lng droughtY-"2

In the middle of 1946, the Government abandoned inost price
controls as no longer workable ithough Truman had wanted
desperately to keep them longer}. Wholesale prices immediately
jumped 24 percent. Consumer prices rose 15 percent. The worst
seemed to be happening.33

Truman repeatedly tried to warn Congress and the nation of the
danger. calling inflation the "greatest immediate domestic problem.-
In 1947 he managed a counter-inflationary budget surplus of $4 billion.
But this was offset by Federal Reserve and Treasur" easy credit
policies. Tr-uman went to Congress with an anti-inflation package. He
got almost neth.ng. He appealed again, saying that inflation holds the
threat of another depreszion.? There was no response. Inflation soared
to 14.4 percent in 1947 (see Table 2).-" For a comparison of economic
measures of conversion .erios and Administrations, see Tables 3. 4.
and 5.
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TABLE 3
Sdelcted Economic Measures for Periods of Conflict and Aftermath
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TABLE 4

Selected Economic Measures for -Adrministrations. 1940 -1990
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Nores for Tables 2 through

(-1) Pt-jrm6e-of years for period

(2) Grareh rtee of gross naz:onal product in real terms (19.32 mors. dollars) -average rate
fo- oeriod.

(3) Une.-pko-,en rte - average for pe-iod - percent of all civilian workers une-maloy-ed-

()Per canuca d~sposable income grcwrn-. rate - average for period in tee terms ("- erage

anntial growth decline).

(5) inflation rate (consume*r price index) - average for period.

(6) Federal deficit. - Federal G'ernitdefici? or surplus (0ieviacio from b~alaned budget)
(fiscal years) as a per:cewt of GU'LP (calendlar year) - averase tor peer.,.d-

(7) .1aio.-W def ensee

A ?ma:Jonai dWefese- ext enoitires as a percert of C4-10 - z-.-eage for oeenod

8. Pc.Aatr-n -in Armed Services - oea-k anid low figures for nienod

C Population in Armed-- Sermies as a :mecern. of total labor force aveerage for pe.-e-d

(3) Personal samns3 raae - percent a' dmoosab~e perso-nal inxcome. :n savings avwerace for

(9) onysupci~y averase rate of ctiaizge nimnyszmppq during menod. using M, before
1959 arid W-2 ztrn.. 1959oan

(10) eiea Reserve- driscour rate - aegefor Period

(11) Puerate - ad-irage- for peeriod of co-nrulbanks7 pnrnee rate Przr.-e rates for IQ-47 -

19-:5 are ranges of ti!e rate in effect during theeperiod

(-.2) Lndusrial prodzction - cramth rate of total -idustr~ia production in real terms (1587
dollars) - averagee arnual rate for penzod

(13)indutril caaciy utiaa~c ate -aveage for perr:od tin ranufactunng sco

(1)Corporate profit's

A A%--rage ratio of. profit (after taXE-S) to sates during thee period for all manufacturing
corporations

-3 A-.erage perce-,t or aner-tas profsits oaid cut as dividends during Period - total
dmrdeeds as percentz o. total corporate proifits,

Sources for Tables 2 zhroxgh 4:

Cofurnn 2- Eccnoimz iRepor of zthe Aresadem. !991. Table 3-2-

Colu-mn 3- Egoxs -epon of the Preszriear. 199 1. Table 5-3-2

Columun S. ~r cRpitof tte Pr'esiden~t. 1991. Tab7-e 8-62

-olumn 6: EcnmcReport of 1.4e P.-asxett. 1992-. Table 3-7-4 andable 3-1. Econzomic
Report ofU*thesideenr. 1991-

Columrs%7:

frA15 hog 1990ý !Zthable -19S3oioTablprtfe 31 r;~ eszdjcepo.o th 1Sx~r:.191

U~oe Thie :a!:;" -n the various Economr-c Report of the Presient can be deeceptive.
sine m-any figures such as those for C-UP are periodzcally revised (eveni past numbers) on the bausi
of census data and vaxrious beenchrmark revison 3--T the most ret ables do riot -%alwaso back
as far as our periods rer',nre (19Z-3) 7Therefore. comparaing and iegangtables fro-.-. various
years rmust be 6one vwith caution
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Scrbco~urnns 3 and C:

lame: These two sL-:colum.-ns pcovi~e- good examples of the traps and difficulties
allu-ded to above. Fu.rt the latest tab!es of pooulzations of the armmed forces in the Eco.n.*mic
Reports go back only to 1950. Seecond. tables from earlier Economic= Reports that do go back to

MO0 do not agree with these later tables mn the years that thenr corerage oirerlaps. That is

*because up through 1933. the tables grre the p oulation-s for -arined forces- But from-. 1934 on.
thiey rvte p opula tb Lns f or -reside nt a rmeedd f.owcees - Whte-r e t he tab les ow erlIa p for sp ec &ic ye ars.
the numbers are nct the sam)e; indeed they can be iso to I m.n!I=o meen apax:! There is no
explanation (footnote or otherwise) of what the new t.erm- -resident armed forces-

ccomprehends. but it as a smaller po-pulatton than the ear' ber -axmed forces.- Uo rot~e is gm-en
that there has been a crange; tk* user has to be fortunate erouoch to catch it. Third, since
-resident armed forces- .o nmt gm'e us coorben-unbers for Ye-ars Prior to M93 (thee 19833

tb-~-': co 'Jo to 198-2). -we e;.l-eted to use the numer fo-m the Department of Defense- annu-al
repo:-. for the re-arsafter 1932aZ tcrhteDDoptto ubr r r-no iclya

basis. vvi1_e the Econiomic Rejcr. houryes are on a ca.lendar-yeazr basrs, -they are Yperl nearly alke
o-urd-. beeca'.:se of. census and crher re-'nsx;ons. the nurmbers for cmhdan Labor force (whih mnust

be cmbind ~-~ia.rrnd forces- to grze a total labor force. fro:- whxch a percent of total labor
forcae can be dernved) are different in the roost recent years (V991i and 1992) from thosami earlier

Therefore. prior to 1950. the nmrmbers for both -arrneed forces- and -cx-ilian lab-or
force- ace taken forom Tabee 3-29 of the 1933 Econo.n*j Repo.-. of the President From 19050 to
1984. the same. tab~e is used for arrned forces. fom= !933 to t.he presernt. Table 3-1 of the 1992
Annual ePA-or- of :t.e Sec-reary of Defese. :s used for armned forces totals. From 1950 to the

presen:. Table_ 3-30 of. the 1992 Ecomno.-nt Rep=.t of the Aresrdent is used for the crmban Labor

.orcetota's. - ctrnCi hnbntfo hs ubr

Colum~nS from 19.50 throLugh!9.153. Tatble 3-26. Economic Report of the Areside~nt. 1591.
from i 959 to wresen%. T able 3 -24.5.Eono-.x Pepor of the Aresident. 1992

Columrrn 9 from 19-10 through 19.57. Tab-le D450. Economic_ Report of the Presidenr. 1960.

from 15-53 through 1955. Table 3-59. Econoix-c Peport of the Pr-eid-ent. 197S. fronm 1%59 throi.-h
1990. UNTab- -65. Ec-CCoOmxu Peport of the President. 1992

Coium-ndsO1 and 11 Tab'-e 3-71s. Ecornomcn Pepo rt of the P.resdentr. 1391

Cohrumn 12 f~rom 19.50 through 1936. Tab:-- S-43. Ec~ronomc Pepporr of th~e Irsder 1-91.
frorm 1159377 thr-ough 10990. Table 3-46. Ecor o36=c Rep=r of the Pnesident. 1992

Colu-mn-. 13- from 19-58 to 19S-0. Table 8-49. EconomicReport of the Piesident. 1592 Eal:ter
fiue 'eenot ~avaable

Cc urmn 1.5

Sxoubcosn A. from- 19.50 thrmouch 19.15. Table C-30. -Ecoommm.Report of tfhe President. 1?55
(based on sursey- of 105 corporet*ns in durablea goods). 19.56. Table XXIL. Econom-ic Report of
the.-P-esidenx. 1953. 1957 -139M. Table 3-89. E&irNomuc Report. of the Aresxlent. 1992

SBoum from "19:43 throuch 19.39. Table 3 -57. Econmmic Report of the A esi-dent. 199 1.
fo r 1 993. Table 3-. Econjomi-c Re=-r. of the Presde nt. '1992
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TABLE 5

Postwuar Recesszons, Related to Scale and Rapidity of Demobilizction
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KOREAN WAR

After World War 11, "a stampede for demobilization swept the
country." Americans did not want to take a cold, hard look at postwar
realities in Europe or elsewhere in the world. They wanted the troops
home. out of the militan-, immediately. By 1948, troop strength of the
Army had fallen to 552,00-0.35 Spending on national defense had fallen
to 4.3 percent of GNP from the peak 1944 share of 41.4 percent.36 In
the spring of 1948, a coup d'etat in Czechoslovakia brought in a
communist government- The Soviets were putting severe pressure on
Finland, and they began to cut Berlin ofT from the West.

Political leaders responded to the new security situation with cries
for increased military preparedness. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed
that a 2 million-man military force was needed, with a 70-group Air
Force. President Truman called for a new Selective Service act, which
he got - on the same day the Soviets completed their blockade of
Berlin. Congress authorized a buildup to a 900,000-man Army by
1949.37

Then. incredibly, by the autumn of 1949. the concerns of political
leaders over the international situation abated. The new Secretar" of
Defense, Louis A. Johnson, promised funding cuts of 9 percent for the
Nav-, 8 percent for the Army, and 3.5 percent for the Air Force- In
1950. defense spending had fallen back to 4.96 percent of GNP. from the
previous year's 5.3 percent_3s

Not everyone agreed with the newly resumed optimism. Chief
Justice Fred M. Vinson noted: -We are in troublesome days, days
perhaps analogous to those which preceded World War IL" On June 25.
1950, the Army of the People's Democratic Republic of Korea (North
Korea) crossed the 38$h Parallel into the Republic of Korea (South
Koreai. Within days, the United States was at war. But instead of the
planned force of 900.000 men, the U.S. Army numbered 591,000 men.3 9

In some ways, the Korean War militar" and industrial buildup was
simply a smaller version of the World War II mobilization. It was quick
and sharp, just as it had been in 1941 - 1942. Defense spending went
from $14.3 billion in 1950 to $33.8 billion in 1951. By 1953 it had more
than tripled to $49 billion.40 In a single year, 1950- 1951. the total
armed forces doubled (from 1.65 million to 3.1 million).41 Although the
World War [I effort dwarfs all others by comparison (see Figures 1 and
2 and Tables 2 through 5 for relative scales of defense buildups and
demobilizations in this century), these were not insignificant numbers.
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Many of the country's leaders in 1950 had participated in the earlier
experience. Truman suddenly became the only American President
ever to lead the country in two wars. So it is not surprising that the
Administration men and women responded to the new emergency with
many of the World War II solutions. Truman centralized the planning
and coordination of the industrial mobilization. He appointed the
chairman of the National Security Resources Board (NSRB) as chief
staff coordinator of the defense effort, including tax amortization
policies and loans for defense contractors. 42

Yet, in many more ways, the Korean conflict was totally unlike the
earlier all-out war. World War II was totp: war, commanding the
complete focus and all the resources of the r ion. It was a fight to the
death. Korea was a war fought. in a sense, as part of a larger conflict.
It was a part of something, not the whole of something, and the focus of
the nation's leaders was on the whole. To them, the most serious threat
was of Soviet action in Europe. It was in Europe that U.S. national
interests were most at stake. Therefore the strategy was to fight the
war in the Far East with the minimum necessar, commitment, while
building up gradually for a possible future war with the Soviet Union.

This meant that there was no truly full-scale national mobilization
for Korea. In fact the military - especially the Army - opposed calls
for full mobilization, because they feared that mobilization would strip
vital manpower from the industrial effort needed both for the
immediate conflict and for the long haul.43 Furthermore, in the first
month of conflict there was a continuing assumption by policy makers
that the war would not last more than 6 months.44

Nevertheless, within days after the North Koreans bad crossed the
38th Parallel, Truman requested extraordinary wartime powers from
Congress. These powers would include the ability to set priorities and
allocations to prevent hoarding and nonessential use of critical war
materials; authority to review all Government programs and to
eliminate unnecessary Federal use ofservices and materials needed for
the military: authority to set curbs on consumer credit for commodity-
market speculation: and authority to make Federal loans and
guarantees if necessary to stimulate military production and the
stockpiling of strategic materials. Significantly, Truman asked
Congress to support the buildup completely on a pay-as-you-go basis.
He was determined that there would be no massive budget deficits as in
World War II. This time, inflation would be controlled. Tax increases
were requested. Truman asked for authority to impose wage and price

controls and rationing if inflation began to get out of hand despite the
measures taken. 45
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Congress gave him everything he wanted. As one observer noted:
"Republicans were tripping over Democrats in their eagerness to give
President Truman what he thought he needed to win in Korea and
prepare for the next Korea, whenever or wherever it might turn out to
be." In September of 1950, Truman signed the Defense Production Act,
authorizing him to impose rationing and credit restrictions, make
allocations, grant production loans, establish priorities, and control
wages and prices if necessary. Two weeks later, he signed the Revenue
Act of 1950, designed to raise $4.7 billion that fiscal year by raising
corporate and personal income tax rates and some excise rates. And
there was an additional $11 billion appropriated for the military
establishment, which was to be built up to a permanent force of
3.2million men and women. Suddenly the country was fiercely
determined never to be caught off guard again. 46

As the mobilization of men and materiel proceeded, Truman
appointed W_ Stuart Symington, the head of the NSRB. to act as the
general chief of the economic aspects of mobilization. The National
Production Authority was established to set priorities and allocations,
and the Economic Stabilization Agency was established to kill any
inflationarv trend in its infancy.

The latter failed. The first response of houswives, motorists, and
other consumers, and of industry as well, was panic buying. Everyone
-anticipated shortages. The result - inflation. Almost within hours of
Truman's orders sending troops to Korea, prices exploded upward. In
the first month of combat, the price of sugar rose 5 percent; coffee.
9 percent: print cloths, 18 percent, tin, 26 percent; and rubber,
27 percent.

Yet Truman and his chief economic adviser, veteran New Dealer
Leon Keyserling, could not bring themselves to rescrt once again to the
elaborate World War II system of wage and price controls and rationing
to check the inflation. They believed they could halt the price rises
through monetary and credit controls to curtail consumer credit and
loans for housing. And the President believed he could use moral
persuasion with industry and labor to keep wages and prices down.

He was wrong. By the end of September. the prices of 28 basic
commodities were up 25 percent from levels at the outbreak of war in
June. Under Secretary of the Air Force John A. McCone testified to a
congressional committee that inflation would cost the Air Force the
equivalent of 750jet fighters in that fi-scal year alone.47

Industry was operating flat outL Steel firms were producing at peak
capacity and could not keep up with orders. Neither could the benzene



producers or the railroad companies or a host of others. Virtually
everone was doing well, except for construction companies, which
suffered under tight restrictions targeted against housing and other
nonessential construction.

Profits soared. Even with increased taxes, the profits of 500 major
corporations went up an average of 50 percent in the third quarter of
1950, compared to the same period in 1949. United States Steei had -Hs
best year since 1917. Bethlehem Steel had its most profitable year
ever

Wage earners shared in the boom. Demand for many skilled
tradesmen, such as machinists and aircraft workers, shot up and so did
their wages. Chrysler Corporation gave its workers a substantial Day
increase in August 1950 to keep them from being bid away by other
companies. The Chrysler wage hike touched off similar moves
throughout industry. And many workers had cost-of-living increase
provisions as part of their union contracts. Unemployment fell.

In October, as United Nations forces approached the Yalu River
between North Korea and China, Ciinese Armv units crossed the river
and made contae' The UN advance stalled. Americans held their
breath. Then, as suddenly as they had appeared, the Chinese
mysteriously were gone. It looked as if the bnert war might indeed be
over.

But in the last days of November, the Chinese Army h-t the UN
forces with massive human-wave assaults, and the UN advance
crumbled, turned into a retreat. Behind the Chinese action, most
Americans at the time saw the directing hand of the Soviet Union.

On the evening of December 15, 1950, Harry Truman sat down
before microphones and a television camera in the White House. To the
American people, he said:

Our homes, our nation, all the things we believe in. are in great
danger. This danger has been created by the rulers of the Soviet
Union .... They have tried to undermine or overwhe!:" the free nations
one bv one. They have used threats and treacher" and viuc.=e. [By
their aggression in Korea I the- have shown that they are now willing
to push the world to the brink of a general war to get what they wan04 S

Truman told the nation to prepare to help -other free nations," to
enlarge the armed forces dramatically, and to expand the national
economy. He told the peonle that civilian goods production would be cut
back while the economy xpanded to meet military production. Federal
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nonmilitary expenditures would be cut. He called for a fivefold increase
"in aircraft production in the next year. Production of tanic; and other
combat vehicles would increase by four times and electronics
equipment by four-and-one-half times. He called for women, young
people, and older people to go to the war production factories and to
work longer hours. The armed forces would be brought to 3.5 million
men and women as soon as possible.

The next day, Truman formally declared the existence of a national
emergency under the Defense Production Act, permitting expedited
contracting for war production. He announced the creation of a new
Office of Defense Mobiliz. "-n 'ODMI, headed by Charles E. Wilson,
pres.dent of General Electric. The ODM, taking over the duf ;. of the
NSRB, v~,uld have authority to impose wage and pric_ zontrois
immediately in some areas critical to defense production. in ot•her
areas of the ecenomy, fair wage and price standards would be
established for voluntary compliance. But the threat eistied that if
these were violated, mandatory controls would follow.

Once again Congress gave Harry Truman all he asked for. Wiith
only one dissenting vote, an emergency appropriation of $20 billion for
the armed forces was passed. An excess profits bill was passed with the
goal of producing S8 billion in revenue over the next 2 years. Bills for

civil defense and secret weapons sailed through Congress. Ard powtions
of the War Powers Act of 1941 were restored to perm.t renegotiation of
Federal contracts to allow for increasing costs.49

Shortages began showing up throughout industry. because of the
diversion of production to the war effort. A shortage of fabricating
metals in December 1950 idled 100,000 workers in Detroit- Demand for
sulphuric acid for steel. petroleum. and fertilizer production outpaced
the supply, and production was stymied.

Inflation ripped through the economy like a hurricane. In the
i8 days between Truman's speech of December 15, 1950 and January 2,
1951, the cost of living increased 1.2 per:ent. By January, prices for
such indust-ial raw materials as cotton, wool, rubber, and scrap steel
were up 58 percent from their levels at the outbreak of the conflict in
June. On January 26, 1951. the President finally issued orders to
freeze the prices of most commodities at their highest levels reach-d
between December 19. 1950, and January 25. 1951. while wages and
salaries could not exceed the;- levels as of the latter date. But the staff
and mechanisms for enforcement were nc-t in place, and prices
co-ntinued to rise, although at a less dramatic pace.
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The boom in the economy, fueled by the extraordinary defense
spending, continued on through 1951 and 1952. Corporate profits
remained at record levels, as did disposable personal income. By
October 1951, unemployment had dropped te 2.5 percent of the civilian
labor force, the iowest it had been since 1941-4.-0

Indeed, as a careful review ofTable 2 reveals, the Korean War was a
period of almost extraordinary economic prosperity for most
Americans. Amnual real growth in GNP was very. strong, reaching
10.3 percent in 1951. Unemployment in 1953 was the lowest it would
be fsi the next 40 years. And real per capita disposable income
conti•ued to grow despite the surge of inflation in 1951.51

The Truman Administration policy makers believed that the long-
term threat to .ros-peri-ty was runaway inflation- They tried to keep the
lid on d-,ing the war with wage and price controls. But, more
impm-tant. Truman broke with the World War I precedent by paying
for the war with dramnatic corporate and personal tax increases, rather
than massive budget deficits.

in the years before tile war, Truman had fought inflationary
pressures with a tight fiscal policy- The Federal budget ran surpluses
in 1947. 194-8, and 1949. He tried to maintain that polic" in the 2 years
of the Korean War that fell under his leadership, managing another
surplus in 1951. In the entire period from 1939 to the present
(53 years), the Federal budget has been in surplus only 8 years- Four of
those yveers were under Truman. In 1950 and 1959- the budgets ran
minor deficits and were essentially balanced. In 1953, the new
Eisenhower Administration brought Lhe war to a close with a deficit of
$6.5 billion, only 1.7 percent of that year's GNP. In 1954, the first full
year of peace, the deficit had fallen to only $1.2 biilion, or 0.3 percent of
GNP. This budgetary discipline by Truman and Eisenhower stands in
dramatic contrast to the massive deficits run during World War 1I.3'2

Demobilization

Unlike the period following World War H, the aftermath of the
Korean War did not see the drastic demobilization of troe.m and defense
spending cuts -see Table 5 and Figures 1 ar J 2). At the peak ofthe war
in 1953. national defense -spending had risen to 13.2 percent of GNP.
Three years later it was still at 9.5 per•ent ofCGNP. a reduction of olily
3.7 percentage points. This was a'-ijt double the defense spending
levels immediate'y prior to the war '4.96 percent).-5 The armed forces
went from 3.6 million in 1952 to 3.0 million in 1955.-
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The new higher levels of national commitment to defense spending
in the aftermath of the Korean War, by an Administration that had
won election promising to end that war, reflected a new national
consensus among leaders and the public that the world was indeed a
verv dangeroLs place and that the United States must be truly
prepared to defend itself and its vital national interests in that world.
The low national investments in defense between World War I and
World War II and World War II and the Korean War were now
generally viewed as not only folly, but even causes of the subsequent
conflicts and tragedy. These low national commitments to defense were
regarded as having been invitations to tyrants to perpetrate their worst
in the world- The nation and =.ts leaders were determined not to let it
happen again. A strong military and the avowved willingnes:7% to use nt
were now regarded as one of the most effective deterrents to new war.
The Cold War was on in earrest.

As a result of this new commitment, the nation launched a major
effort to build up a war mraterials stockpile and maintain its defense
industry. This kept defense production relatively high. Furthermore,
production had already tapered off from its peak in September 1952.
just as America.- industry had actually begun to demobilize long before
the close of the Second World War. Defense-related employment had
actually peaked several months before the production peak, after the
rapid buildup of facilities and machin--e tool projects.-

Additionally unl,,ke the World War H demobilization (when almost
the whole of defense production was reconverted to commercial
activities), after the Korean War many firms stayed on in the defense
industry to supply the larger, more permanent armed forces with more
complex and sophisticated weaponry. Therefore, not the whole of
defense production needed to be converted back to civilian
production.5 In fact, the reduction in defense spending in relation to
the overall economy after Korea was one-tenth the size of the post-
World War IX conversion. Thus. at the close of the Korean War, the
transition from war to peace was not as extreme as the one after World
War II.

Transition Assistance

Nevertheless, even this much more modest demobilization was not
without pain. Fr-m 1953 to 1956. defense industry cut an estimated
1.6 million defense workers from its rolls, the military was reduced by
700.000. and 1-50,000 DoD civilian jobs were cut- No special Federal
programs were in place to help defense workers or companies to make
the transition to the civilian economy. Veterans got roughly the same
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transition benefits as their World War II counterparts. The Korean GI
Bill was enacted in 1952. About 43 percent of separated veterans took
advantage of the law to attend college or to receive vocational or job
L-•aining. 57

Although the Federal budget was essentially in balance throughout
the war, rationing and price controls - plus the deferral of
nonessential construction and public works projects - had created
some pent-up demand-is Employment was relatively high during the
war years; unemployment among the civilian work force fell from
5-3 percent in 1950 to 2.9 percent in 1953. Per capita disposable income
rose a modest 17 percent (5.6 percent in real terms) between 1950 and
1953.59

Savings by individuals (checking accounts, currenc" and savings
accounts' almost doubled '93 percent increase) between 1950 and
1952-60 Corporate !nonfinancial businesses) net profits jumped in 1950
and staved at historically high levels over the remaining war years.
Most of these profits were retained in the company and not naid out as
dividends.6 1

With reasonably high employment and income, high savings rates,
relatively high corporate profits. and balanced budgets, one might
expect - as occurred after World Wars I and II - that business would
boom (with perhaps rising inflation) after the F -rean War. Instead, the
first full year of peace (1954) saw a mild recession. GNP grew l-y
0.2 percent for the year, but this was a decline of 1.3 percent in real
terms. 62 The civilian unemployment rate jumped from 2.9 percent in
1953 to 5.5 percent in 1954.63 Industrial production deciined.ir

Common sense would suggest that wartime production levels in
high-stake wars - such as World War II or even Korea - driven by a
sense of emergency or even national survivai, are artificially high.
They cannot be sustained in peacetime, normal conditions. The high
levels of wartime production cannot all be converted to similarly high
levels of civilian production- Therefore, even with the best of planning
for conversion (as was witnessed in World War ID, there will be a falloff
from the peak, almost frenzied levels of the war. Unless conversion
from defense to civilian production takes piace with great rapidity, and
near-miraculous breakthroughs in productivity (such as dramatic new
technical advances) have occus-red during the war years. postwar
economic outputs will be smaller than wartime outputs. Indeed, this is
exactly what happened after World War II and again after the Korean
War. The postwar real declines in GNP are de-lines from artificially
high levels-
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In the end, however, it can be said that the transition to peace (or
cold war) after the Korean War was a success. It was a success because
there was disciplined management of the economy during the war and
aftermath and because the war itself was kept within the bounds of a
partial mobilization that did not seriously tax the civilian economy or
require radical reconversion afterwards. It was, at least by comparison
to World War II, a "guns-and-butter" war.

VIETNAM WAR

There was no Pearl Harbor or crossing of the 38th Parallel in the
Vietnam War, no precise moment of shock leading to a dramatic
national response. The war began almost unnoticed and simply grew:
no one knew how big a war it would be or when it would end. The
contrast with the Korean experience is dramatic. Johnson thought that
he could both accomplish his Great Society domestic agenda and fight
the war at the same time. To Doris Kearns he said: -1 was determined
to be a leader of war and a leader of peace. I wanted both, I believed in
both, and I believed America had the resources to provide for both."5

Therefore, in stunning contrast to the management of the Korean
War and the mobilization for it (and that of World War II, no high
command was ever established in Washington to coordinate all the
military, economic, intelligence, and political programs. Johnson never
put the economy on a war footing. He never called up the reserves, so
that fighting forces could be sent quickly to the theater. (Unlike
reservists, draftees had to go through a long period of training, thus
gwrc-.ly Jelaying the speed with which they could be sent into combat-
Thus the ~-mbilization- was stretched out.-6

BR Koe.a-• War stanJards, the mobilization for war was almost
impercieptie. undercover. Figures I and 2 show the more gradual
evolution of the war, compared to the sharm, sudden mobilization of the
country f_- combat in Korea. The highest month for military
inductions during the Korea- War was January 1951: S7,053 men
were called. By contrast, for Vietnam the record month was October
196-6: duriag which 49.481 mlen received draft noticesý. Between the
second and third ouarters of 1950, military manpower jumped by
almo.-;t 30 percent. that compares to a maximum increase for the
Vietnarr. War of 4.9 percent, between the third and fourth quarters of
i965.67

One reason for the lack of a .,sudden. wrenching mobilization for
Vietnam 4in crntrast to Korea- is. of course, the fact that the nation was
already at a much higher level of military preparedness from which to
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spring. That was, in fact, one of the legacies of the Korean War.
Whereas defense spending doubled from about 5 percent of GNP to
10 percent in the first year of the Korean War, then rising to
13.2 percent by 1953, at the onset of the major intervention in 1965
defense spending was already at 7-2 percent of GNP, rising to 9 percent
in 1967. This was basically simply a return to the very high levels that
had prevailed throughout the Eisenhower and Kennedy
Administrations (averaging 9.8 percent and 8.8 percent, respectively).
(See Tables 2 through 4.) Similarly, the armed forces numbered
2.7 million in 1965, compared to only 1-6 million in 1950.

But whereas the Vietnam War commandeered a smaller portion of
the overall economy than did the Korean War, it was imposed upon a
nation already approaching maximum output and employment. In
1950, unemploymaent stood at 5.3 percent and industry was operating at
82.8 percent of capacity. There was a great deal of slack that could be
taken up as the nation surged for war production. Korean War
production was an addition to. not so much a detraction from, the
civilian economy. That was not true for Vietnam. In 1965.
unemployment was 4.5 percent and industry was operating at
effectively full capacity, almost 90 percent. When production for the
war accelerated, it had to come at the expense of some civilian
production if inflation was to b= atvoided.

But, also unlike the managers of the Korean Nar, the Johnson
Administration did not impose wage and price controls, nor did it raise
taxes to pay for the war (and thereby diminish demand in tIae civilian
.ectorl. Although a tax surcharge was eventually imposed- it came late
in -he war and was minor and brief The result was inflation.fS In
1964, inflation was running at 1.3 percent- By 1966, it was 2.9 percent,
and it kept rising throughout the war, hitting 5.7 percent in 1970.
After a couple of years of diminished price increases 'due to Nixon
Administration wage and price controhsi, it soared again in 1973 and
then hit 11 percent in 1974. Aggravating this already inflationary
pressure, the Federal Res-erve was increasing the money supply at
extremely high levels from 1961 on, averaging 8 percent under
Kennedy and 7.6 percent under Johnson. (This compiares to an average
during the Eisenhower Administration of 1 percent in 1953 and
2.3 percent during the rest of the decade. See Table 4-

It is difficult to say how much of the war-inflation was built into the
extraordinar. 1973 - 1975 inflation rates during the Vietnam War
drawdown under Nixon. Other things were happening as well,
including the 1973 Arab-Israeli War and the resultant oil embargo and
oil price shock. But most importantly, the Federal Reserve's easy
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monetary policy produced money supply increases of 13.5 percent in
1971 and 13 percent in 1972. the highest increases since World War IL

Fiscal policy of both the Johnson and Nixon Administrations moved
in the same direction as monetary policy. Federal budget deficits were
run in every year except 1969, in which a minor surplus was registered.
In 1970 and even stronger in 1974- 1975. recessions hit the economy.
Unemployment rose from its low in 1969 of 3.5 percent, reflecting the
Vietnam buildup, to 5.9 percent in 1971 and 8.5 percent in 1975. By
1975. only 73.2 percent of industrial capacity was being used, the
smallest amount since the Great Depression.

Thus. during the period of the drawdown from the Vietnam War.
the overall economic climate of the country was very unhealthy. It was
even worse for those sectors of the economy that had seen the largest
concentration of the Vietnam War buildup - primarily the aircraft.
ordnance, and transportation industries. These three sectors had
received 40 percent of the war-generated employment increase.69
Furthermore. Vietnam-related production occupied high portions of
key industries, such as ordnance (42.3 percent of total industry
employment", aircraft and parts (27.3 percent of total industry
employment), machine shop products (14.4 percent), electronic
comDonents. and transportation equipment other than aircraft (both

11.1 percent of total industry employment). Among services, defense-
related employment was 11.8 percent of the transportation and

warehousing industrv_-7o

Not surprisingly, when the war started to draw down, beginning in

1968, these industries were hit extremely hard. Defense purchases in
1970 were 18 percent below their 1968 peak. In the aircraft and parts
industry, employment fell by 187.000 between the third quarter of 1968

and the third quarter of 1970. That was a drop of 21.9 percent of overall
industry employment. Ordnance s-uffered a decline of 30.2 percent
during the same period. 7 1 Overall, defense-related industry
employment declined from 3.2 million to 2.0 million people in 1972.7--

The postwar shock was aggravated by two critical factors. First, as
we have noted, the economy was not managed well by any of the
postwar administrations. There was little room for new labor and

production in the civilian sector; the defense producers could not be
accommodated. Second. defense production had become so specialized

over the years between the Korean War and the Vietnam War that

defense firms could not directly transfer their militar- production skills
to civilian markets. Simply put, much defense production was oriented

toward very high performance at high unit cost. civilian production was

biased toward lower performance, low unit cost. Many of the attempts.
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by defense manufacturers to employ their defense engineering and
production talents (which were considerable) in engineering and
production for new civilian markets were not successful.73

Transition Assistance - General

In contrast to the Eisenhower Administration's total rejection of
planning for conversion after the Korean War, the Johnson team made
some effort to prepare for a postwar transition. Johnson established a
Cabinet Coordinating Committee on Economic Planning for the End of
Vietnam Hostilities. The committee considered a range of transition
actions. including a tax reduction: adjustments in monetary and
financial policies: and expansion of Government expenditures such as
those for public works and long-term health, education, and
environmental programs. The committee concluded that some offset to
the decline in defense spending would be needed to avoid a postwar
recession. Basically, the committee members believed that the best
course would be an expansion of Federal civilian programs rather than
tax cuts. In addition, the members emphasized strengthening job
placement and training programs. But actual implementations of the
committee's recommendations were minimal. 74

The Nixon Administration also attempted to address postwar
transition. In 1971, Nixon established the President's Economic
Adjustment Committee to plan for the aftermath of the Vietnam War.
The committee included representatives from 18 Federal departments
and agencies, chaired by the Secretary of Defense. The permanent staff
for the committee's work was provided by the Defense Department's
Office of Economic Adjustment IOEA), which had been established in
1961 to help communities deal with the impact of military base and
defense plant closings. 75 Principal assistance from the office was in the
form of community planning. Usually, at the request of a local
community to the Secretary of Defense, an OEA team would visit the
community and assess its strengths and weaknesses. If a base was to be
closed, a survey would be made to determine how the base might be
adapted for nonmilitar" use. The team worked with community leaders
to formulate a plan for economic recovery-. As part of the plan. the team
would help identify for local leaders all local, state, and Federal projects
and sources of funding that might help in the community transition.v6

As with the creation of OEA in 1961, other programs were launched
in the early 1960s that would later prove helpful in easing Ehe
transition out of the Vietnam War. The Area Redevelopment Act of
1961 provided general aid to displaced workers, whether they were
from defense or civilian companies. Up to 16 weeks of training were
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provided to unemployed and underemployed workers in depressed
areas. Displaced workers were paid an amount equal to the average
unemployment compensation during the training period. The
Manpower and Development Training Act of 1962 initially provided up
to 52 weeks of pay to displaced workers, regardless of locale. That act
was subsequently amended several times to increase the amount of pay
and weeks of support. The Trade Adjustment -Assistance Act of 1962
provided cash benefits. training, and related services, including
relocation assistance. The program was revised under the Trade Act of
1974. Under the revised Act, weekly benefits were calculated at
70 percent of a worker's weekly wage or the average manufacturing
wage. To receive benefits, a petition had to be filed on behalf of
workers, demonstrating that the layoff was caused by import
competition. All of these programs provided benefits in addition to
unemployment insurance. By the early 1970s, approximately
29 different federally funded programs were available to help various
categories of displaced workers77

One program specifically targeted for Vietnam transition
assistance was the Technology Mobilization and Reemployment
Program of 1971, launched to address the post-Vietnam reduction in
aerospace and other defense-related employment. The program.
especially concerned with an anticipated surplus of engineers,
scientists, and technical personnel, provided workshops on job
opportunities, counseling on career planning, and guidance in
preparing resumes. On-the-job training and short skill development
courses were also available. More than 532,000 individuals took
advantage of this 2-year program.

An example of the interaction of Federal programs is provided by
the 1972 termination of construction of the ABM Safeguard site in
Conrad, Montana. as a result of an arms-control agreement. At the
same time. a nearby smelter and wire mill closed. Unemployment in
the area doubled. A Department of Labor discretionary grant
permitted the state to offer relocation and job search assistance.
-;imultaneously, an Economic Adjustment Committee interagency task
force secured funds for economic development efforts such as road and
water projects. facilitated low-interest loans to local small businesses.
and helpoed the community convert ABM site facilities to industrial
uses.-s

And for veterans, there was again a GI Bill. Althovgh less generous
in real terms than its World War II counterpart, the Vietnam era GI
Bill served 8.2 million veterans, about 61 percent of those eligible $in
compmrison to a participation rate of about 43 percent for the Korean
bill and abou- 50 .ercent for the World War 11 version). The program
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,cost about $6 billion in 1991 constant dollars and required veterans to
pay for part of their education or training (this compares to about
$85 billion (1991 dollars) for the World War 11 program and about
$20 billion (1991 dollars) for the Korean veterans).79

Selected Post-Vietnam War Federal Transition
Assistance Programs

In the overview of assistance programs above, we have noted some
of the major forms of Federal aid available to defense workers,
communities, and veterans affected by the drawdown from the Vietnam
conflict. The community assistance programs of the DoD Office of
Economic Adjustment and the later-initiated President's Economic
Adjustment Committee are fairly well known and continue today.
Also, the GI Bill-tyrpe package of benefits and veteranse assistance are
familiar and well-studied. Roughly comparable assistance and
"-outplacement- benefits are available to current military and civilian
personnel being releas-ed from DoD service.

But what about defense workers? In the first place. clearly, the fate
of defense workers is bound up with the fate of their companies. If
defense companies are able to find alternate work and markets to
replace military business lost because of the drawdown, and to the
extent that the new business provides an opportunity to continue the
employment of the defense workers associated with the lost military
business, then all is well. But if n( new work can be successfully
substituted, or if the new work is not enough or of a kind to permit the
continued employment of the former defense workers, then the defense
workers will be laid off, or -displaced--

Displaced defense workers have not been the direct beneficiaries of

extensive Federal assistance during past drawdow,-ns. and rai ely have
they been the specific targets of a Federal transition assistance
program. Of course, as we noted above, one strategy of assistance to
workers is to assist their companies first, so that the need for mass

lavoffs does not arise. If the good defense companies are robust and
thriving in expanded commercial and'or other-Federal markets, fewer
workers will end up in need of assistance.

THE ASSIST.ACE PROGR.Am APPROACH - THE TMRP

One strategy for helping defense workers who do become displaced
involves some form of direct personal assistance to the worker,
sponsored through a Federal program operated by Government
employees. Programs of such assistance originated in the early 1960s,
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although most were not targeted specifically at defense workers. We
have briefly identified and discussed several of these programs, such as
the Area Redevelopment Act, the Manpower and Development
Training Act, and the Trade Adjustment Assistance Act, later amended
bv the Trade Act of 1974. We shall now focus in more detail on one post-
Vietnam displaced worker Federal assistance program: The
Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program (TMRP).

The Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program af 1971
provided assistance to defense companv scientists, engineers, and
technical workers displaced as a result of the Vietnam War drawdown.
-As a Federal assistance program targeted specifically at displaced
defense workers (at least one subset of them), it is unique.

The TMRP provided works.hop- of job opportunities, counseling on
career planning, and guidance in preparing resumes. Job search
grants, on-the-job training, and short skill development courses were
available. Additionally, Federal funds supported staff personnel in
state employment service offices.• 0

One of the efforts sponsored under the TMRP was a study
contracted by the Department of Labor with the National Society of
Professional Engineers ENSPE). NSPE organized teams of unemployed
aerospace engineers to investigate job markets in 14 high

unemployment cities. The teams examined potential employers" needs
in 21 fields such as medical services, criminal justice. food products, and
transportation. In the process, the engineers identified 55.000 job
opportunities.

In a follow-on contract with NSPE, aerospace engineers and
scientists were retrained for jobs in 11 industries with good job
opportunities. including food products, health care, transportation,
power resources, pollution control, solid waste, educational technology.
lnd occupational safety- Of the 329 people enrolled, 302 found
employment, most in the occupations for which they were trained.

The NSPE training and employment project dispelled some myths
about aeros-nace engineers and technical personnel:

* Employers had thought defense aerospace engineers were more
highly paid than they actually were. Employer expectations
had been for salaries in the S25,000 area, whereas the NSPE
participants were making about $16,000.

* Many employers believed aerospace engineers would be too
specialized to be able to adapt to commercial work. The program
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convinced many employers that defense aerospace experience
was more an advantage than a disadvantage.

* Employers expected defense engineers to be too old. The
average age of participants was 45.4 years, but the retrained
aerospace engineers took less time to become productive than
new college graduates.

"* Employers believed that aerospace engineers would return to
defense work as soon as they could. Only one-third of the
unemployed engineers did in fact return to the aerospace
business $1

When the TMRP began, an estimated 75.000 to 100,000 engineers,

scientists, and technicians were already unemployed. When the
program ended 2 years later, more than 532,000 individuals had
registered for TMRP services; 32,000 participants were known to be
reemployed; and $28 million had been spent. That is approximately
$824 per person reemployed.fS

Are these good numbers? The first problem in answering this
question for the ThIRP is that we do not know to what extent those
engineers who participated in the program and got rehired owe their
rehiring to the program. We cannot even answer the basic question:
Did subsequent rehiring take place because of, or in spite of, the
program: in other words, did the program hinder or help those trying to
find new jobs? Or did it have no effect at all; would the engineers who
became reemployed have gotten jobs anyway, and as quickly, with or
without the program? We do not know from the information available.

If 5S2.000 people participated in the program over 2 years, and only
32,000 were known to be reemployed, that is a 6 percent -success" rate.
Is this a good result for $28 million (in 1972 dollars)? One test of the
result would be to compare it to the average result for displaced
workers in the economy generally, the overwhelming majority of whom
will have received no formal program assistance whatever. About
2 million people lose their jobs in the United States economy every year
as a result of permanent plant closings and downsizing. That is the
normal" turnover ofjobs in a dynamic, growing market economy. The

average unemployment period for those workers is 3 to 6 months;
85 percent of the displaced workers have found new employment within
that time. And the new wages are roughly as high as the old wages for
these rehired workers: the average new wage for the rehired workers is
90 percent of the old wage for blue-collar workers, and 97 percent for
white collar workers.8 3 Against this -average,- the TMRP performance
does not look impressive. However, we really do not know whether
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others among the 532,000 participants were eventually reemployed.
So, the -success" rate of only 32,000 is not particularly meaningful.

If we focus on displaced workers more similar to the TMRP
engineers, rather than a general population average, what are the
reemployment results? A 1967 study of 1,200 engineers and scientists
discharged from 62 aerospace companies in the San Francisco area
between 1963 and 1965 found that 78 percent had found reemployment
within 25 weeks.s 4 The average duration of unemployment for all of
these aerospace workers was 14.4 weeks.s 5 A similar 1966 study of 500
displaced scientists and engineers in the Boston area found the average
unemployment duration to be 12.2 weeks for these workers.S6 About
77 percent had been reemployed within 25 weeks.S7 We do not know
the comparable figures for TMRP participants; we know neither their
average unemployment duration nor the percent who were reempioyed
within 2.5 weeks of completing their participation. But if it is true that
at the end of 2 years of the TMRP only 6 percent of participants had
been reemployed, then this would seem singularly unsuccessful in light
of the San Francisco and Boston experiences.

Another way to assess the TMRP would be to look at the specific
program elements to try to determine whether these were effective
selections for types of assistance. The TMRP emphasized job
information and some minimal training for the laid-off engineers. And,
indeed, labor market information has been the most important factor in
helping displaced defense workers to find jobs. Unfortunately, the
formal or organized channels of labor market information have been
generaily ineffective. For example, the San Francisco engineers found
that contact with state or commercial employment agencies was less
than one-third as likely to produce a job as was direct application. The
only channels of information the engineers found to be less effective
than employment agencies were professional societies and trade or
professional magazines.s8 Similarly, in a study of laid-off Boeing
Company workers, the workers indicated that, as of 1½ months after the
layoff. 32.5 pe --nt of the jobs found were obtained through direct
application, 22 percent through friends and relatives, and 11.6 percent
through advertisements.6-° On the basis of these findings, we might
conclude that the TMRP approach, to the extent that it relied on
funding staff in the state employment agencies, was misplaced in its
Lmphasis.

The training emphasis of the TMRP also appears to have been
inappropriate. In general. retraining programs do not appear to have
much relevance to the transition problems of defense workers. In
general, defense workers are better educated, younger, and more
skilled than the work force at large.9 0 In one study of technical and
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production workers engaged in missile production, retraining needs
were minimal. Of 121 defense occupations analyzed, only 22 appeared
to need any retraining for their skills to be readily employable outside
defense. 91 And defense engineers in particular do not usually require
formal retraining. Instead, they generally need only on-the-job
training in their new positions to make the switch successfully from
defense to nondefense employment-92

In conclusion, we may say a few things about the TMRP. 'irst,
there is not enough information about the overall eventual
reemployment -rate of participants in the program to know what the
true "success" rate was. Nor do we really know whether the known
rehire rate was in any way a result of the program. However, we do
know that the stated rehire rate compares ry unfavorably with the
rehire experience of displaced workers in general in our economy, with

and without assistance, and with the general rehire rate of displaced
defense engineers and scientists specifically. Finally, the use of state
employment agencies seems to have been an improper choice, as was
retraining courses for engineers, who are better zerved by on-the-job
training in their new positions.

The more fundamental problem with programs such as TMRP is
that they presume that Federal, state, or local civil servants will be
able to respond to worker displacement-, in a timely manner with
training and other assistance that is relevant to the worker. In
actuality, by the time a program and its funding have worked their way
through Congress and Federal and state bureaucracies down to the
field office in, say, Roanoke, Vireinia, the odds are virtually nil that the
assistance provided will in any way match the true needs of a specific
group or groups of displaced workers and potential employers of those
workers.

THE BUSINESS INCENT-IVES APPROACH - TAX CODE SECTION 51

Another strategy, that might heve significant advantages over the
Federal program approach, would employ tax incentives for companies
to hire and train I if necessary) displaced workers. In a sense. displaced
defense workers would be given a -voucher- which a hiring company
could use to write off for tax purposes a portion of the worker's salary
and any necessary subsequent training, thus reducing the hiring
company's taxes.

There may be some advantages to this approach over the program
approach. First, in the tax incentives approach, the displaced worker
suddenly becomes much more valuable and attractive to any potential
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hiring company, at. least in comparison to other workers without the
incentive- That is likely to induce more interest on the part of
companies all over the country to seek out and hire those workers.
Thus th-~ worker is not left completely on his or her own to find work.
Both workers and potential employers are actively scouting. Second,
the training that is actualiy provided to the hired worker will be
selected by the new emplover to match exactly what the worker needs
for his new job. Furthermore the company will -select the best
available trainer for the new worker, because it -is clearly in the
company's interest to get the best and most relevant training available
for the new employee. Finally, the tax incentive: approach would
Complement, rather than compete with or duplicate, any out placement
assistance th~at the downsizing defense company might provide to Its-
displaced workers. Thus. for these reasons the tax incentives approach
is likely to be more efficient and effective than Most program
approaches, if the goal is to get %displaced defense workers hired quickly
and 'their skills upgraded with effective and relevant training.ý'

Although the ta'.. incentives approach obviously reduces the amount
of tax revenue collected by the Government. this cost is offset to some
extent by the reduction in unemp~ley'ment insurance paid and by the
revenues that accrue to the Government from the t-axes paid by the
newly hired workers tif the incentive induce hiring that otherw.-is-e
would not have taken place ~.r would have- taken place less cuickivs.
Instead of having displaced workers acting as a drain on the Treasury
through income--maintenance assistance. the quickly: hired workers
will be Paying taxes. T he costs can be further offset by a reduction in
the funding for programs that would otherwise have been spent on
these displaced defense workers.

A pilot effort using the tax incentives approach was lau-tched und-er
the Carter Administration in 1977 [Pub- L No. 95-30. Sec. 202b),
added as Section 51 of the U.S. Code] and revised in the Revenue Act of
1978- Under that law. a -targeted eliiplovrnent tax credit- provided
employers with an inicome tax credit of 50 percent of the first S$6,000 of
wages in the first year of employment and 25 percent in the second year
to encourage hiring of unemployed disadvantaged persons, especially
certain youths between the ages of 18 and 24. 'ao avoid rewarding firms
for hiring they would have donz any-way, and to limit the cotst, firms
were required to Increase their payrolls- by 2 percent above the levels of
the preceding vear to qualify- And the total annual amounit of the
credit any employer could claiim was, capped at S 100.000.

Subsequent amendmients of Section 51 have reduced the current

crdi t olyfis- ya wges of a new employee, and the total credit is
limited to 40 percent cf the qualified wages. as well as the original
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The Reagan era defense buildup reached about the same peak
spending levels, in real terms, as both the Korean War and Vietnam
War buildups had done. In fact, it is surprising to see how cOoselv the
three major defense buildups correspond in this regard (see Figure 2'.
But, although the absolute dollar values were virtually the same for the
three periods at least at their peaks), the American economy was
different for each. The most obvious - and perhaps the most
significant - difference is the size of the economy during the three
periods. In 1982 constant-dollar terms, the national economy stood at
$1.2 trillion in 1950 at the start of the Korean War. Bv 1965 and the
initiation of the major buildup for Vietnam. it was $2.1 trillion. And by
1901 and the commencement of the Reagan buildup, the economy had
grown to $3.25 trillion in the same 1982 dollars. So each succeeding

buildup, though reaching the same peak spending in real terms,
occupied a greatly diminished port-ion of the economy in comparison to
its predecessors (see Figure 1). Each succeeding buildup was thus
potentially less of a burdmn on the economy of its time.

Another significant difference was the amount of unused or
underused resources available to be employed in the defense buildup
before The defense uses began cutting into civilian production. We have
alreadv noted this difference between 1950 and 1965. The Korean
buildup began in an economy essentially in recession, with fairly high
unemployment and low indust-r capacity ut:Iization. The buildup.
although large in relation to that smaller economy, could thus run
quite a ways before it would begin bidding away resources fronr the
regular economy. In fact. the surge in inflation during the Korean War
came mothly in the first several month- of the conflict and was driven
by panic buying and hoarding in anticipation of severe shortages Isucr,
as occurred during World War II, just 5 years earlier) that never
actually materialized. In contrast, the Vietnam buildup was launched
in an economy already near full operating capacity-. So !he increase in
defense productian had to come, after taking up some minimal slack in
the economy, at the ex-ense of civilian production. If demand in that
civilian side of the economy was not reduced by a corresponding amount
,such as through increased taxes), the result would be inflation. And

that "_ exactly what occurred. Fi.-ally, as with the Korean War
mobilization, the Reagan buildup be-gan in an economy in recession.
Unemployment was extremely high - 9.7 percent in 1982 - and
industry was operating at only 73 percent of capacity. So the econGmyi
could absorb a large defense buildup fo- quite a while before the civilian
economy would be seriously affected-

A third difference between the three buildups is in the time taken to
reach the peak of speaaing. As shown in Figure 2. the Korean
i.iobOization wa sharp --,.i sudden, almost all of it taking place in
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2 years. though the total buildup covereJ 3 years. The Vietnam buildup
also took 3 years but was more gradual cver that period. And the
Reagan buildup was the most gradual of al,. taking 8 years.

One final difference is in the degree of absolute chance in defense
spending for the three periods. The Korean War was launched from a
verv low base of defense spending. Continuing to use our 198'-
constant-dollar basis (now using -FY992 Budget numbers rzther than
1991 Economic Report of the Presidert numbers) defense spending
went from $77.4 billion in 1949 to $271_5 billion in 1953, a change of
$194.I billion. The Vietnam War started from a much higher base -
S181-4 billion in 1965 (lower than the preceding year, - and pe-aked
3 vears later at $254_.8 billion, an increase of $73.4 billion.- So the real
scale of the Vietnam buildup was less than half that of the earlier
Korean War. The Reagan buildup started from a base of $171.4 billion
in 1981 and peaked in 1989 at M256.6 billion, an increase over S years of
$85.2 billion. Thu-, the Reagan buildup was slightly larger .nan the
Vietnam buildup but was spread over almost three times as long.

On the basis of all these counts together - size of the overall
economy. capacity of the economy to absorb a large defense increase.
gradualism of the buildup, and overall size of the defense spending
increase - the Reagan buildup should have been the most
economically benign of the three period.c.

Each -war" president chose different policies to manage the
economy during the buildup. Truman raised taxes, cut back on Federal
civil spending, and tightened credit Iif we believe the Federal Reserve
responded to the President's will) to pay fcr the war, reduce consumer
demand, and thereby control inflation. Johnson did not raise taxes or
cut back on ether Federal spending (although credit was tightened).
hoping he could have a defense buildup, a Great Society program of
Federal civil spending. a booming econcmy. and no inflation. Reagan
actuallv cut taxes, on the theory that reduced taxes would engender a
large expansion in the economy with an actual increase in overall
Federal revenues, thus paying for the buildup. Credit also was
loosened from its very tight levels during the recession of 1980- 1982.
Some of the defense increase was offset by cuts in Federal civil
programs. but total Federal nondefense spending (including payment of
interest, social security. etc.) continued to expand throughout the
period. Nevertheless. the Federal deficit as a percent of GNP. though
high by historical peacetime standards, actually declined over the years
of the buildup (1981 - 1989).

For demobilization, or conversion from defense to civilian
production, we might expect the reverse of many of these observations.
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On the downside of a major defense huildup, the concern is that the
economy be able to handle the transition from defense to civilian
production without serious dislocation. There are essentiall-y two
principal ways to deal successfully with a major shift away from
defense to civilian production.

First, one may focus on the larger economy so that it is made
hospitable to receipt of the formerly defense-oriented resources. This
might include various strategies to induce economic growth or
expansion of the economy so that the defense resources are released
into a larger economic pool that will be able to absorb them smoothly
and put them :o rapid use. So. high rates of Federal spending might be
sustained by raising spending on Federal civil programs in direct
comDensation for the decline in defense spending. Or taxes may be
lowered, giving businesses and consumers me-re disposable income and
thus raising spending in the economy. Taxes may be lowered either
directly or through measures such as allowing businesses to amortize
their properties over shorter periods, as was done in World War MI. Or
monetary policies may be adopted that encourage spending o:"
expansion of the economy. One example would he easier credit policies
that boost money supply growth or lower interest rates or both. All of
these measures might be called dema-nd-oriented: their goal is to
increase the demand in the economy for the resources that are being
released from defense uses.

The other major demobilization adjustment strategy focuses on the
defense resources themselves, rather than the receiving civilian
economy. The goal here would be to reduce the amount of released
resources that the economy has to absorb at any time, or to enable the
defense resources to be converted quickly and successfully to civilian
occupation. So, for example, stretching out the decline in defense
spending over more years would reduce the dose that the economy has
to deal with. Another tactic is to divert the defense resources, -such as
manpower, into other occupations that keep them from crowding into a
potentially tight civilian marketplace. The GI Bill is a good exar-,ile of
"this: by diverting many veterans into schools, it keeps then from
competing for limited jobs in the marketplace. Another set of measures
deals with helping defense manpower - veterans, DoD civilians, and
defense industry workers - and defense companies make the
transition more effectiveiy into the civilian workplace. To the extent
that these measures - such as j3b placement assistance or t.aining -
help the defense resources ýpeoplo anu companiesk fit better into jobs or
production that are ready a.d waiting for them, then the programs
significantly help keep needed resources from standing idle or being
ineffectively used. However, to the extent that jobs are tight or
production restricted, then these programs merey; assist one group of
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candidates to compete more successfully than another group for the
limited openings.

As with the mobilization phase during the three roughly
comDarable -war- periods, the Reagan era demobilization should be the
most economically benign of the three. First, as was true for
mobilization, the Reagan-Bush era economy is vastly larger than its
predecessors. Again using our constant 1982- dollars for comparison,
the GNP in 19-541 was S1A trillion- In 1969 it was S2_4 trillion, and in
1990 it was $4_.2trillion. Thus, the resources being released from
defense uses in the current drawdown are being absorbed by an
economy that is three times as large as it was during the Korean
demcbilization and 1.75 times as large as the economy during the
Vietnam War demobilization.

And the doses of defense resources being released into this much
larger economy are much smaller than in the earlier periods. From its
peak in 1953 at $271.5 billion (1982 constan'. dollars,. defense spending
fell to $198.5 billion in 1956. a reduction of $73 billion in 3 years, or an
average of $24.3 billion per year. In comparison, the Vietnam
reduction went from a high of $254.8 billion in 1968 to $202.7 billion in
1971. That is a reduction of $52.1 billion over the 3 years. or an average
of $17.4 bili'.on per year. And in the Reagan-Bush drawdown. defense
spending dropped from $256.6 billion in 1989 talmost exactly the same
as at the Vietnam War peaki to an esýimated $223.3 billion in 1992.
This is a reduction of $33.3 billion over the 3 years, an average of
$11.1 billion a year. So the Reagan-Bush drawdow-- is releasing
roughly half 46 percent) the am&_int of resources into an economy
three times as large as that of the Korean War. Thus, one might expect
the current defense reduction im.uac to be about one-sixth as large as
"that of the Korean War demobilization. Similarly, compared to the
Vietnam War drawdown. the Reagan-Bush drawdown is annually
releasing 641 percent of the amount of defense resources into an
economy 1.75 times as large. Thus. on these grounds, the current
drawdown 'through 1992 only) should have roughly ore--hird 'about
37 percent) of the impact on the economy as that following the Vietnam
War. For a comparison of the three demobilizations using other

measures, see Table 5.

On top of the -demobilization- from the peak of tl" Reagan-era
defense buildup, the effective end of the Cold War has rtited in calls
for additional defense reductions. In a sense, those additional
reductions might be viewed as the demobilization from the Cold War
buildup that began in 1950. These reductions come at the end of what
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might be regarded as the Reagan-era buildup and drawdown of
f roughly) 1981 - 1990.

But, as with mobilization, the state 3f the economy is critical in
determining the impac, of demobilization. Just as a relatively smaller
buildup can have a greater negative impact on a ful!-employment
economy than on an econemy with large unused canacities !remember
the comparison between the Vietnam and Korean mobilization
situations), so too a relatively smaller demobilization into an adverse
economy can have an exaggerated negative effect. What is an adverse
economy? It is one that cannot quickly put to good work the resources
being released from defense purpeses. The key determinant, regardless
of whether the economy has unused capacity or is at full employment, is
its rate of growth. Generally speaking, if the economy is at fu!l
employment and is growing well. then the addition of new resources
can be healthy, because they can be put to work in the expansion
without competing against the already working manpower and
industry. Such an economy has develoDed a need for the additional
resources just at the time that they have become available from their
former defense uses. But if the economy is not at full employment, then
the growth rate must be much greater in order to put Zo work both the
already idle resources in the economy and the newly available defense
resou-ces. Ifthe growth rate is not enough, then the defense resouresz
simplv become part of the idle pool of resources. Unemployment rises,
industry capacity use falls. The worst of all possible situations is the
release of defense re5-ources into an econemy that is not growing or is
growing very slowly and that has large unu.-ed capacity and high

unemployvxrent_ At this point, Droviding transition assistance such as
job training is not effective, because no jobs are av-ailable.

Today, even though the amount of defense resources being released
into the economy is not large relative to either the post-Korean War or
Vietnam War environments, unemployment is 7.2 percent
' December l9a2:, industry capacity utilization Imanufacturing) is only
77.9 percent ,November 1992). and the economy growth rate is
somewhere between 3 and 4 percent IfinaI quarter. 1992).

Also, there is a significant difference i-n relative mobility of
production resources in the several po-twar economies. As we have
noted, after the Korean. War, defense production became increasingly
specialized, so that by the time of the Vietnam-era drawdown. it was
much more difficult for defense companies to convert quickly or
successfully to civilian production. That situation prevails today as
well.



Today, at least three simultaneous major restructurings appear to
be taking place in the American economy. First and foremost, industry
is slimming down in order to cut costs, raise profits, and increase global
competitiveness, putting many workers awash into the economy at
once. Second, there is the post-Cold War downsizing of defense, which
we have been discussing. Third, theie appears to be a major shift from
production involving low-skilled workers to production demanding
higher technical skills. in the process, the higher skilled workers, who
are relatively few in supply, are in great demand and are finding their
wages bid up by competing employers, while the lower skilled workers
are increasingly unemployed or forced to take lower wage jobs. These
three restructurings, plus the 1990- 1991 recession, operate together
to worsen the unemployment situation, to reduce confidence among
consumers, and to prolong the economic hardship.

CONCLUSION

Out of thýs history of the last four major defense buildups and their
afte-maths. a few observations seem striking. First. we note the
relative scale of the different major conflicts. The national effort in
World War H dwarfs all others by every measure. Unlike the later
conflicts, World War II was a war of immediate national survival-
About one-half of the entire economy rapidly became dedicated to the
war effort. One out of every six working Americans was in the fighting

forces (115.million men and women, and one-lalf of the working
population was directly committed to the war, either in the military, as
a civilian working for the military, or as a defense worker. The
conversion of the society from peace to war was swift, dramatic, and
without -qual either before or after in the nation's histor-.

In comparison with World War 1!. the Korean and Vietnam Wars
and the Reagan buildup seem small. Actually, in real terms those three
defense buildups were virtually the same in scale; the actual amount of
the national treasury $in 1982 dollars) devoted to each reached almost
the same pea.-. Yet the Vietnam and Reagan efforts constituted a
much smaller amount of the overall economy than did the Korean War.
In other words, although the country spent essentially the same
amount of money for the Korean and Vietnam Wars and the Reagan
buildup, those "equal- amounts were increasingly smaller portions of
an ever-larger national economy. The country could -afford" the
expense more and more easily over time as the nation grew
increasingly -wealthy." Table 6 compares the sizes of the four major
defense mobilizations and demobilizations relative to the U.S. economy
of each period-



TABLE 6
Scale of Mobilization and Demobilization

Up Do-.vn
(inaease in defense (decrease in defense

sper.ding as a percent spending as a percent
of GNP) of GNP)

39-1 37A
Korea 32 3.7

Vietnam 1 8 1 1

Reagan 10 1O(through 1991) I

In terms of the numbers of men and women serving in the militar',
the Korean and Vietnam Wars again were virtually identical. at the
peak there were 3.59 million men and women in the Korean War
military and 3.53 million during Vietnam. By contrast, during the
Reagan buildup the military forces grew to only 2.23 million. Most of
the Reagan buildup was spent on wc,,ons, not larger forces.

Additionally, World War I1 and the Korean War were more
compressed events than the Vietnanm War and Reagan buildup. The
latter two buildups and drawdowns were spread over longer periods
than the earlier conflicts- This meant that the later, larger economies
should have been able to adjust to the defense changes more easily.
given proper Government fiscal and monetary management.

A second significant observation is that each defense buildup was
followed fairly quickly by a recession. It is difficult to characterize the
period immediately after World War II as recessionary. The conversion
from war production was so massive that it is difficult to separate that
process from the "reg•ular- economy. And comparing it to the prewar
economy is not useful, since that was artificially low in the Great
Depression. Nevertheless. a true recession did occur in 1949 that
Truman attributed to the effects of war-generated inflation. Although
a postwar reduction of some production and employment must be
expected compared to the -artificialiy- high levels of war. the mild
recessions of 1954. 1970, and 1990 are sometimes attributed to the
effects of defense drawdowns releasing resources into the economy. In
other words, demobilization is said to have -caused- the recessions.

This argument, however, is difficult to confirm. In the case of the
post-Korean War recession, both the Truman and Eisenhower
Administrations had adopted tight monetarv and fiscal policies that
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may have been the primary culprit In 1970 the economy, as in 1949.
was trying to adjust to new levels of inflation that were probably caused
by war production being imposed on a full-employment economy
(without compensating adjustment). In the 1990 recession, several
major restructurings of the economy were taking place simultaneously,
along with a tightening monetary policy, all of which could have been
likely causes.

Both the .ost-Vietnam War and post-ReaganrCold War drawdowns
should have been relatively minor adjustments in the overall economy
of each period, at least in comparison with the Korean War aftermath.
However, the adjustment was certainly not easy for many defense
contractors. It is generally believed that defense contractors had
become increasingly specialized to meet the unique requirements of the
military and were unable to jiv_.<sifv from this -culture- into the
commercial world- Most. therefore, ended up releasing those workers
who were no longer needed for the companies' diminished, ongoing

defense busines.

The key factor in determining whether a defense drawdown will be
successful is the dynamic growth rate of the overall economy. If the
economy is sustaining healthy growth, then the resources released from
defense purposes axe most likely to be readily absorbed and put to good
use. If the economy is not growing strongly, as in the period 1990-
i992, the additional burden of released defense resources may
aggravate the economic situation.

Finally. we note the several attempts by the Government to provide
various forms of assistance during the transition from defense to
civilian work. The most consistent programs throughout the period
from World War 11 through the present have been ( 1) a GI Bill-type
assistance package to militar-y veterans moving to civilian status and
'2) unemployment insurance assistance programs under Federal
Government ausDices, but run by the states. Additionally, since 1961 a
program of assistance has been available to localities to help them
adjust to the closing of defense bases and plants. During the period
studied, there was no, or very little, direct assistance given to defense
companies to aid them in adjusting to cutbacks in defense contracting.

Defense workers displaced by defense cutbacks have been eligible
for unemployment insurance and some Federal assistance programs.
These assistance programs were not generally targeted smpecifically at
defense workers. However, defense scientists, engineers, and other
technical workers were eligible for help under the Technology
Mobilization and Reemployment Program of 1971- The actual merits of
that post-Vietnain. War program are difficult to measure. The overall
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reemployment success rate of participants was very low- Rather than
rely on direct Federal programs, another approach to aid workers was
launched in the Carter Administration and relFed on giving companies
who hired displaced workers a tax benefit Although the benefit offered
under this program was not enough to induce much hiring, the tax
incentives approach may have promise as a way of reducing the
unemployment of laid-off defense workers, if a program of preferential
assistance to these displaced persons is desired.

For a brief summary of selected comparisons for the four major
military buildups and their aftermaths. see Appendix A. Table A-L.
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Defense Outlays,
Using U.S. Budget Numbers,
As Percentages of GDP:
1940-1997
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TABLE B-1
Sumrmar. of Defense Outlays. Using U.S. Budget Numw. bers.
As Percentages of GDP: 1-94.0-1997

Year (m billions Defense outlays Defense as a

of I (in (in bonmillio,. of dollars') j -rcentage of GD

194-0 955 1.660 17
I••iI 112 5 15.355

J ct9.2 ! '147 25.658 l IF

1943 1754 6 699 380

-7194 2016 79.143 39-3

S 145 2119 2.:%5 39 2

19.6 212 3 -2,681 201

19Z7 2226 12.809 55

2465 9.1" 37
26•9•-525 13.720 520

, 19Z5 26525 13.2150 50

195i 3132 23.565 75

1952 3-03 46.089 135

1953 363-- 52.802 I-_5

195a 367 -:9.266 13-4

1955 3639 42.729 :1 1

4 1956 415 2 42.523 102

437 2 I 45.-*30 104

195 -'7 1 46.815 105

1959 7 -.70i5 102

19, 5.9 -S. 130 95

196- 5169 "9.601 96

1-62 5543 52.345

-1%3 565 53.40W 91
I -

195. 626 5 7..757

1965 6714 50.620 75

1966 7386 S.111 79

s9 6 7  7913 71.417 90

S465 S 8 81.926 96

i969 - S29 7 89

1970 9556 81.692 83

1971 1 Y51 6 75.872

Source. Sudgter of :.:,e unuea Sa:.t Gove--n..enr.. Ss4aV Veal. "993. s$.plernen%.
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TABLE B-1

Summary of Defense Outlaysm Using UIS. Budget ,Numbers.
As Percentages of GDP: 194-0 - 1997 (Continued)

i D
I Defense oardays Defer•se as a

Ve rin doll-as) (jr. rnziiiions of dolla.s) poerceentage of GDof doll'ars)"

I 1972 i 1.i15 8 1 79.174 69
1973 12780 ; 76.6,81 6j0

197- j 1.:033 79.347 57

9755110 56

I 1976 I..685 1 a69.619 53

"TQ 22.2-19 50

191.9197 1 97.241 5 1

1-378 2.156. 1 104.495 45

1979 2.A319 116.3.2 4S

-2.6.. 5 i 133.955 51

i19•1 2.96.Z7 157.5,3 53

1982 3.1249a 185.309 59

19S3 33170 209.9•03 63

I-13.5S 7 227.413 52
1985 3.9709 252.7-S 6

1986 -.2196 1 273.375 65

19S7 -A-3 3 21.999 6 3

, 192c ,S0.32 1 so6

MS198 5.170 1 303.559 59

1990 : 5595 29-9.331 S 5

199; 5.626 6 273.292 49

1992 e$surntze .S65 Cc 307.30.z 5 2

1993. -estinate , 6.231' 291.353 z 7

1 A- esuzmaze 6.632 E 283.39 1 3

1995 esti•me 7.056 1 283.161 V

1 S-%e sutirae 7.455S9 28626.1 35
l7197estJrnae 7.9555 82592"3 , 36

source, 4 Of !he united kares F:s-zai Year 14S3. spote-ment.
~ra~1942


